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Introduction
The problem of deciding when a stati onary stochas ti c process is a function of a finite Markov process has be en considered by se veral authors ([1 , 2, 4-6]),1 leading to an elegant necessary and sufficient condition (Heller, [6] )_ This condition involves both (a) the finite dimensionality of a certain module over the real numbers, and (b) the requirement that a certain cone in this module be polyhedral (an idea used earlier by Dharmadhikari [2] ). Th e output symbols of the stoc hastic process act as lin e ar operators on th e above-mentioned module_ Taking a different approach , this note uses elementary ring th eory to prove that a certain specifi c stationary ergodic process is not a function of any finite Markov process. The structure of this process-although not th e idea-resembles that of an example of Fox and Rubin [4] . Section 2 presents the prin cipal tool for the verification, namely a suffici e nt condition for a "source" (in the language of information theory) not to be a function of any finite Markov process. This condition and its verification are purely algebraic.
Section 3 gives the explicit description of the example, plus the verification of its prop erties. A related conjecture is posed in section 4.
The balance of the present section 1 consists of definitions and oth er background material provided to make the exposition more nearly self-contained.
Let A be a fixed finite nonempty set; the sources to be considered emit "symbols" from this "alphabet" A as outputs. Let A '" be the set of all doubly infinite sequences x = {Xt} ""00 of members of A; each such sequence can be considered a possible time history of the source's outputs, with symbol X I emitted at time where J is so me finite subset of the integers (positive, negative , or zero) and g:J ~ A is some function_ If J = {l, 2, ... , k} for some k, th e n C (J , g) is called an elementary cylinder set. It follows from the finiteness of A that every cylinder se t is a finite union of elementary cylinder sets. Le t 2, be the Borel field generated by all cylinder sets (or equivalently, all elementary cylinder se ts). We now define an information source over A to be a prob ability m easure /-t on (A "' , L). Such a source will b e denoted [A, /-t]. In terms of th e notation in (1.1), the source is called stationary if /-t (TS) =/-t(S) for every measurable subse t S of A oo, and is called ergodic if TS=S (where S is measureable) implies /-t (S) = 0 or /-t(S ) = l.
Let I II = {I, 2,. . . , n}, and suppose there is a fun ction f: I" ~ A, and an n-state Markov c hain with transition-matrix entries p(i,j) and stationary probabilities p (i) , such that , for every elementary cylind er set C = C ({ 1,2 If I", in the last paragraph , is replaced by the set of all natural numbers, we are led instead to the concept of " fun ction of a de num erable-state Markov process." The exam pIe to be given later falls into this category, but not into the previous one, as will be proven.
An Algebraic Condition
Let TIN denote the set of all polynomials in N variables with intege r coefficients. For the info rmation source [A , /-t] , define the following s ubring of the ring of real numbers: 2) that the measure of any ele mentary cylinder set is the value, at (pO) , . . . , p(n), pO, 1), . . . , p(n, n)) of a polynomial in n+n 2 variables with integer coeffi· cients. It follows that the same is tru e of the measure of any cylinder set, and so is true of every member of V (A, /-t). That is, if we set for some then we have,
whenever [A , /-t] is a function of the n-state Markov c hain with the indicated parameters.
This observation provides the basis for the following result. This will be shown to follow from the next theorem , whose conclusion, in order to support an inductive proof, is stronger than is needed for Theorem 1.
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THEOREM 2: Let U= (u" . . . , UN) be a fixed N -tuple of real numbers, k a fixed positive integer, (D" ... , Dk) fixed polynomials in IIN with each Dj(U) =\= o. Then the set RN = {p: 
Since PiER .\", and R .v is a ring over the integers, the ring R * generated over the integer s by V(A, J-t) U {p i}t'" also li es in R.\" . B y Th eore m 2, R * cannot contain all rationals, and so Theore m 1 is proved. It is interes tin g that the proof uses only (1.2), and not the furth e r properties
2": iP(i)P(i , j)=p(j).
We turn now to the proof of Theore m 2, based on a s uggestion by M. Newman. The notation R [z" . . . ,z,,] will mean the ring of pol ynomials in the inde termin ates z" . . . , Zll with coefficients in a ring R. The proof is by indu ction on N.
CASE 1: N= 1. Suppose the co nclusio n is false, i.e. , tha t there is U = u, such that R, includ es all the rationals. Let I denote the ring of integer s. U = u, mu st be alge brai c over th e r a tionals, sin ce for any prim e p, 1/ pER, , whi ch impli es a n eq uation of the form
in whic h not all coe fficie nts can vanish if p is chose n so as not to divid e all coefficients of th e polynomial II ~ D j . Now let Ui = uq) and let u<P (2 ~ i ~ m) be the ith conju gate of u , over the rationals, so th at II';' (z-u<I)) is th e minim al polynomial of u, over the rationals. Then for a s uitable integer A, Let {(T d ~' denote the ele me ntary sym metric fun ctions of m vari ables, and put so that It foll ows that all As;El.
Let p be a prime , to be deter min ed later. As a bove, l/pER, leads to an equationf(ud= O wher e for so me appropriate PEII, a nd nonnegative integers a(j). Since g is a constant multiple of the minimal polynomial of u" f(u,) = 0 impli es that f=gh for some polynomial h with rational coe fficie nts. Since g(U<i) ) = 0 for all i, all f (u<jl ) = 0 and so l/p=P(dP )/IIf [Dj (u<P) contains all the rationals. This yields the desired contradiction of the induction hypothesis.
Let Ro be the ring generated over the integers by U, i.e., 
I ).
This completes the proof.
The Construction
Our example is constructed as a function of a denumerable Markov chain M, which will be described next. The state-space of M consists of a special state So, and an infinite lower-triangular array of states 5 ij ; the ith row of the array consists of the states 5 i I , 5i2 , . . ., 5ii . The probability of transition from So to a row-leading state Sit is qi, where the qi'S are positive numbers (to be speci- (3.1) where P is the transition matrix of M. The entries of a will be denoted p (50) and p (5ij), with obvious interpretation. For some x> 0, set
The equations of (3.1) which correspond respectively to 50, to any 5 it , and to any 5 i. j+ I are p(5ij) . 1 = P(Si,j+ t)' and all are satisfied; hence (3.1) holds. It only remains to satisfy the normalization which identifies x as The qi will be chosen so that the above makes sense, i.e., there is a unique q, > 0 s uch tha t 2: qi = 1. Thus the goal described in the previous paragraph has now been accomplished.
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Although the main di sc ussion is now co mple te, certain tec hnical points whi c h were passed ove r a bove must still be verified. It must be s hown that M is e rgodic (as a Markov ch ain), that the vec tor a defin ed in (3. 2) is its unique s tationary vector, and tha t [A , JL) is (as promised) ergodic.
With 2: (as above) th e state-space of M, th e identit y ma p of 2: indu ces a n infinite-alpha be t so urce [2: , JL *] whi c h is a fun cti on of M . Le t 2:" be the set of doubly· infinite sequ ences {atL"", ~hus it s uffices to pro ve tha t [ 2: , JL *] is a n ergodi c so urce whi c h, for a ny 5E 2: a nd a ny integer t , satI sfies JL *{xEA '" :Xt= 5} = probability of 5 as given by a. By (3.4), the mean rec urre nce time of 50 is finit e, so tha t 50 (and he nce all states) are persistent.
By [8; p. 56], M has a unique inv ari ant in sta nta neous di stribution. Since (3.1 ) holds, thi s dis tribution must be a ; h e nce (3 .6) hold s. In addition, le tting P de note the tra nsiti on ma trix of M , we have for an y a , TE 2:
Th e fact that [2: ' JL *] is ergodi c in the sense used in this paper can now be prove d from (3. 7) by ele m enta ry but lengthy arguments ; in s tead we refer the reader to Doo b [3; p. 460] for an elegant proof usin g martin gales.
This comple tes the di sc ussion.
Conjecture
According to (2.1), if[A , JL] is a fun ction of a finite Markov chain , then V(A, JL) is imbedded in a fin a tely gene r ated ring (of real numbers) over the integers. We coojecture that this necessary co ndition is not sufficient : 
